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Abstract
In-car automatic speech recognition (ASR) is usually evaluated by determining one single word error rate (WER) for an in-car task. This
measure does not allow to look at the recogniser behaviour for different levels of noise. Yet this is interesting for car manufacturers in
order to predict system performances for different speeds and different car models and thus allow to design speech based applications
in a better way. It therefore makes sense to split the single WER into SNR dependent WERs, where SNR stands for the signal to noise
ratio, which is an appropriate measure for the noise level. In this paper a SNR measure based on the concept of the Articulation Index is
developed, which allows the direct comparison with human recognition performance.

1. Introduction

Comparing the performance of state of the art machine
speech recognisers with the one of humans, it is clear that
humans show higher recognition rates (Lippmann, 1997).
Some argue that this is due to the ’world knowledge’ of hu-
mans. The ’world knowledge’ can be represented by the
ability to predict the next word given a row of preceding
words. For machine speech recognisers this is done by
means of language models that model the statistical rela-
tionship between words. For the English language, lan-
guage models were achieved, that need 1.75 bits to pre-
dict the succeeding letter (Brown, 1992). This value is
close to the corresponding values for humans, which leads
to the conclusion that the gap between machine and hu-
man speech recognition performance may not be due to the
’world knowledge’ but rather to an insufficient acoustic-
phonetic modeling of machine recognisers. This model-
ing describes the relation between the speech signal and
the pronunciation of words. Humans as well as machine
speech recognisers extract features based on the short time
power spectrum from the speech signal. In humans this
spectral analysis is done on the basilar membrane (Zwicker
and Feldkeller, 1967), which has thoroughly been inves-
tigated so far. The subsequent first ’recognition’ process
in the acoustic cortex of humans is fairly unknown. It is
commonly assumed that here the recognition of phonemes
or syllables takes place. To investigate the acoustic recog-
nition performance of this layer, H. Fletcher conducted a
large amount of experiments (Allen, 1994a). His works
were aimed at improving the intelligibility of the telephony
transmission system.

2. Fletcher’s Theory

Fletcher tried to determine the human recognition rates for
phonemes (’sounds’). It was known that this recognition
rate would depend on the context of the phonemes, whether
the phonemes were spoken within meaningful context or
within a non-sense context. Fletcher called the recognition
rate for meaningful speech units like words or sentences
’Intelligibility’. He further called the recognition rate for
speech units without context ’Articulation’ (’sound articu-
lation’ s, ’syllable articulation’ S). Fletcher investigated
the Articulation by means of non-sense syllables. Most

of the investigations were made with 80 CVC (Consonant-
Vowel-Consonant) syllables placed at the end of short sen-
tences. With speaker listener pairs recognition rates for syl-
lables S as well as vowels v and consonants c were experi-
mentally determined by playing non-sense syllables in sen-
tences like: ’these sounds are lon’.

2.1. Articulation Index A

J.Q. Stewart started investigations concerning the determi-
nation of human phoneme recognition rates e = 1 − s for
bandpass filtered signals in 1921 (Allen, 1994a). In the fol-
lowing ek represents the error rate measured with a speech
signal that was band-pass filtered with the kth bandpass.
J.Q. Stewart found the following relationship:

e = e1e2...en (1)

where e is the error rate when all band passes are in use.
e1, e2, ..., en are all ≤ 1, that means each band Bk de-
creases the error rate by factor of ek. Fletcher was look-
ing for an additive term for the recognition rate composed
of the recognition rates of the different bands. From equa-
tion (1) he derived the so called Articulation Index A by
equations (2) and (3).

log(1−s) = log(1−s1)+...+log(1−sn); ek = 1−sk (2)

A = −
Q

p
log10(1 − s); 0 ≤ A ≤ 1 (3)

Fletcher defined the ’practice factor’ p to be 1 for a ’normal’
speaker listener pair. Speakers with articulation difficulties
e.g. would lead to a value of < 1. Q is a constant represent-
ing an intrinsic property of the system that was experimen-
tally determined in the following way: For optimal trans-
mission conditions the measured Articulation Index for a
speaker-listener pair with p = 1 should reach the value of
A = 1. Experiments under such conditions showed, that
the test speaker-listener group of p = 1 achieved a phoneme
recognition rate of 0.985. Put into equation (3) this leads to
Q = 0.55. Thus equation (3) yields to (4).

A = −
0.55

p
log10(1 − s); s = 1 − 10−

Ap
0.55 ; e = 10−

Ap
0.55

(4)
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Figure 1: Importance function D and Articulation Index Af

2.2. Importance Function D

In order to investigate the behaviour of the Articulation
Index over frequency, the following experiment was con-
ducted: A was investigated for a low-pass filtered signal.
The cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter was gradually
increased leading to a specific increase in A. From these
experiments, which were conducted under optimal noise
conditions, the importance function D(f) was obtained:

D(f) = dA/df ; Af =

∫ f

0

D(f)df (5)

D(f) can be interpreted as an information density. Fig.
1 (s.(Allen, 1994a) p.289) shows that D has a maximum at
700 Hz. That means the information density is highest here.
Comparing Af (f) with the relationship between frequency
and Bark scale (Zwicker and Feldkeller, 1967) it was found
that the curves are very similar in the frequency range from
400Hz-5000Hz.
From equation (4) together with the D(f) function, the Ar-
ticulation Index can be written for arbitrary band limits ac-
cording to:

e = 10−
Ap
0.55 ; A =

∫ fu

fl

D(f)df (6)

where fl and fu are the lower and upper limits of a fre-
quency band. From (6) the error rates for band-pass filtered
un-noisy speech can be predicted. Using Fig. 1 the fre-
quency scale from 0 Hz to 10 000 Hz can be divided into
Ku frequency bands Bk of equal Articulation Ak. Fletcher
calls these frequency bands with equal Articulation ’Artic-
ulation bands’. They have the following properties:

Ak =

∫ fk

fk−1

D(f)df ; A1 = ... = Ak; (7)

Ku
∑

k=1

Ak = 1 → Ak =
1

Ku

; k = 1, ..., Ku (8)

(Fletcher chose Ku = 20 as the number of Articulation
bands). Together with equation (6) this leads to the same
error rates for all Articulation bands:

ek = 10−
p

0.55Ku ; k = 1, ..., Ku (9)

2.3. Modeling of noise

Up to now all investigations were made under ideal noise
conditions (no noise). In the following the modeling of
noise should be introduced to equation (6). It was shown
that a given information density D for a frequency interval
is reduced by noise by the factor of DN . DN is frequency
dependent and is determined by the frequency dependent
signal to noise ratio SNR(f). Fletcher found in extension
to (6) the following relationship:

e = 10−
Ap
0.55 ; A =

∫ fu

fl

DN(f)D(f)df (10)

where

DN (f) =











SNR(f)/30 for 0 ≤ SNR(f) ≤ 30dB

1 for SNR(f) > 30dB

0 for SNR(f) < 0dB
(11)

Looking at the Articulation bands again, where the error
rate of band k is termed ek leads to:

e =

Ku
∏

k=1

ek =

Ku
∏

k=1

10−
pDNk
0.55Ku = 10−

pDN
0.55Ku (12)

where DN =
∑Ku

k=1 DNk; 0 ≤ DNk ≤ 1

The values for DNk are determined by the mean SNR value
of band Bk according to (11), and DN characterises the
noise of the whole frequency range. If Articulation bands
are missing in a transmission system as is the case in tele-
phony systems which are band limited, the respective DNk

are set to 0.

3. Application of Fletcher’s theory to an
automatic speech recogniser

Especially for mobile applications noise conditions from
the speaker environment are a major problem for machine
speech recognisers. The noise conditions are mainly de-
scribed by the signal to noise ratio (SNR). Investigating
the relationship between recognition rates and SNR, first a
measurement for the SNR is needed. This is not straight
forward because during speech parts the noise is super-
posed to the speech signal and cannot be measured directly.
Therefore an estimation of the SNR is needed. In the fol-
lowing, an SNR estimation method is introduced which is
adapted to the properties of automatic speech recognisers.
With this method, error rates are measured as functions of
SNR and the results are related to equation (12).

3.1. Measuring the signal to noise ratio

State of the art speech recognisers usually make a ’Mel-
cepstrum’ analysis in order to extract appropriate features.
Energy values of the so called Mel filters are calculated
from the short-time power spectrum. This is done for short
time sequences (10-30ms) the so called frames. The Mel
filters are approximated band-passes with equal bandwidths
on the Bark scale. The automatic speech recogniser un-
der investigation has a bandwidth of 1.33 Bark for the Mel
filters. The bandwidths of the Mel filters are comparable
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to the bandwidths of Fletcher’s Articulation bands, at least
in the frequency range from 400Hz-5000Hz (s. Fig.5 in
(Allen, 1994b)). Therefore the SNR values will be calcu-
lated on the different Mel filters. The mean SNR value of
the SNR values in the Mel filters will be called SNRMel

in the following. The error rates will be given as a function
of the SNRMel. To measure SNRMel a method had to be
developed. As described in (Kim and M.Rahim, 2004) the
method of forced Viterbi is used to segment speech signals
into speech and non-speech parts. Like that every frame
of 10-20ms is labeled ’speech’ or ’non-speech’. For each
frame i the signal energy Ei is calculated. In the non-
speech parts this leads to the noise signal energy Ni. For
the speech parts it is assumed that the noise signal N and
the speech signal S are statistically independent. The mean
energy for the speech parts X thus represents the sum of
the mean speech energy and the mean noise energy. It is
further assumed that the noise is stationary which means
that the noise energy will be the same within and without
the speech parts. This leads to the following calculation of
SNRMel for a given utterance:

Xk =
1

FS

FS
∑

i=1

Xi; FS : number of speech frames

Nk =
1

FNS

FNS
∑

i=1

Ni; FNS : number of nonspeech fr.

SNRMel(k) = log10(Sk)

log10(Nk)
= log10(Xk−Nk)

log10(Nk)

SNRMel =
1

K

K
∑

k=1

SNRMel(k) (13)

where K (K ≤ Ku) is the number of filter banks of the
recogniser.
For the evaluation of this method clean speech files of the
PhonDat database (web site, 2006) were added with noise
recorded in car. This was done as described in (Höge et al.,
2004). Like that, the clean speech files as well as the noise
files were there to calculate the reference SNRMelref . The
SNRMel was then estimated on the mixed data with the
method described in (13) and compared to SNRMelref .
It was found that the estimated Noise energies were too
high compared to the reference noise energies. This was
related to insufficiencies of the forced Viterbi algorithm
which sometimes led to the inclusion of high energy speech
parts into the noise estimation. This effect could be re-
duced by introducing a so called hangover. That means
that a number of frames (here 10 frames) after a speech
part are not used for the calculation of the signal energies.
Furthermore outliers for the noise estimation were removed
from the noise estimation in the following manner: First a
statistic over the noise energies Ni for frames i for an ut-
terance is made. The mean noise energy is then calculated
with all noise frames Ni with: Ni−mean(Ni)

stdev(Ni)
< 2.7. It was

shown that the SNRMel thus calculated showed next to no
difference to the reference SNRMel. In the following the
SNRMel will always be calculated in the way described
above.

3.2. Automatic versus Human Recognition rates

The investigations were done with an automatic speech
recogniser based on Mel cepstral feature analysis and con-
tinuous mixture Gaussian density HMMs (Bauer, 2001).
The HMM consisting of 1200 densities was trained using
whole word modeling. For training and testing the German
SpeechDat Car database (web site, 2006) was used. Fig-
ure 2 shows the results for a continuous spelling task. The
results are shown with and without noise reduction. The
noise reduction consists of a recursive least squares Wiener
Filter (RLS). It increases the SNR by 10-15dB expanding
the curve to higher SNR values.
In order to compare these results to Fletcher’s theory, the
human error rate according to equation (12) has to be
matched with the error rate shown in Figure 2. The fol-
lowing steps are performed:
- It is assumed that the recognition of continuous spelling
is similar to the recognition of phonemes in nonsense syl-
lables.
- Dn in equation (12) is matched to the measured SNRMel

from (13), which shows on the abscissa of Figure 2. As
desribed above, critical bands and Melfilter bands share the
same properties at least in the speech band. Equation (14)
then yields the relationship between Dn and SNRMel.

DN

Ku

=
1

Ku

Ku
∑

k=1

Dk =
K

Ku

∑K

k=1 SNRMel(k)

K30
(14)

leading to:

DN =











K
Ku

SNRMel/30 for 0 ≤ SNRMel ≤ 30dB
K
Ku

for SNRMel > 30dB

0 for SNRMel < 0dB
(15)

The investigations with the spelling recogniser were done
with a band-limit of fg = 4000Hz corresponding to a num-
ber of bands K. Since every band taken into account has
the same information, the ratio of number of bands K/Ku

equals the ratio of information contained up to the respec-
tive bands. According to Fig. 1 this leads to a value K/Ku

= 0.8. The human phoneme recognition error rate is thus
determined by equation (16)

e = 10−
pDN
QKu (16)

From equations (16) and (15) the curve of the human error
rate as a function of SNRMel is achieved (s. Figure 2).

3.3. Mapping Human onto ASR Error Rate

The similarity of the shape of the curves for the human and
the automatic speech recognition leads to the idea of fitting
the human curve onto the ASR curve and by doing that to
obtain a measure for the quality of the ASR related to the
one of humans.
Comparing the curves for human and for ASR error rates in
Fig. 2, the following things can be observed:
- The SNR value where the machine recogniser reaches
100% error rate is higher than the 0 dB of the human recog-
niser.
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Figure 2: Error rates if a continuous spelling task as a func-
tion of SNRMel with and without noise reduction

- It is not clear if the machine recogniser reaches its maxi-
mum recognition rate at an SNR value of 30 dB as does the
human recogniser.
- The error rate of the machine recogniser especially for
high SNR is much worse than the error rate of the human
recogniser.
One step to move the human curve towards the ASR curve
is to change Q in equation (16). Q controls the minimum
error rate for ideal noise conditions (s. 2.1.) and was found
to be 0.55 for human phoneme recognition. From Fig. 3
the behaviour can be seen if e.g. Q is changed from 0.55 to
0.8.
Two further parameters have to be introduced to model the
ASR curve out of the human curve. These parameters are
SNRu and SNRl. SNRu is the SNR value above which
DN is at a constant maximum. This value was found to
be 30 dB for human beings (s. equation (11)). Likewise
SNRl is the SNR value under which DN is at a constant
minimum. This value was found to be 0 dB for human
beings (s. equation (11)).
Equation (15) for DN is thus modified yielding equation
(17).

DN

Ku

=



















K
Ku

SNRMel−SNRl

SNRu−SNRl

for SNRl ≤ SNRMel ≤ SNRu

K
Ku

for SNRMel > SNRu

0 for SNRMel < SNRl

(17)

With values SNRl = 3dB, SNRu = 27dB and Q = 1.2
an approximation of the ASR curve is reached as can be
seen form Fig.3. The values of these three parameters al-
low an evaluation of the acoustic recognition performance
of an automatic speech recogniser in comparison to the re-
spective human recognition performance. Q and SNRu

represent the recognition performance for high and SNRl

for low SNR values. These three parameters appear to be
sufficient to describe the recognition performance of a spe-
cific ASR over the whole SNR range. It will have to be in-
vestigated how these values behave with different HMMs.
Also it will have to be investigated how these findings can
be extended to the recognition of words.
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Figure 3: Error rate ’e’ of the spelling recogniser versus
the human recognition rate a function of SNRMel

4. Conclusion
In this paper the evaluation of in-car ASR was investigated.
Instead of a single error rate the error rate was plotted as a
function of the SNR. Since there is no standard SNR mea-
surement, an SNR-measure based on the concept of the Ar-
ticulation Index and the critical bands was developed. This
allowed a direct comparison between human recognition
performance and the one of a specific ASR. The compar-
ison yielded a set of parameters, which can be used to as-
sess the quality of ASR in comparison to human recogni-
tion performance.
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